
Punctuation-level Attack: Single-shot and Single
Punctuation Attack Can Fool Text Models

Introduction

Ø  Punctuation-level attacks: We first propose punctuation-level attacks, 
which regard the perturbations of punctuation as a systematic attack like 
character-level, word-level, and sentence-level attacks. We propose four 
primary modes of punctuation-level attacks and explain punctuation-level 
attacks from the perspective of optimal perturbations.

Ø  TPPE: We first propose the TPPE embedding method to decrease the 
search cost. We reduce the query time complexity from O (kn) of 
Insertion, O (nt) of Displacement, O (t) of Deletion, and O (kt) of 
Replacement, to O (1) under single punctuation attack. It can quickly and 
reasonably embed the adversarial candidate text xadv using a single-
shot query. 

Ø Single-shot and Single Punctuation Attack: To make our punctuation-
level attack more imperceptible, we modify only one punctuation. 
Besides, we discuss single-punctuation attacks in the most challenging 
scenario: zero query, black-box function, hard-label output, one-
punctuation limitation, and single-shot attack, which is the closest to the 
real-world scenarios. We correspondingly propose the TPPEP method 
and achieve promising experimental results.

According to Alg. 1, we reduce the query time complexity from O (kn) of 
Insertion to O (1) by using the TPPE method.

Embedding Method 
We present the pseudo code for TPPE in this paper, using the Insertion 
mode as an example.

Punctuation-level Attack

Ø Insertion: Punctuation p is inserted into the target text to fool the text 
model.

Ø Displacement: Punctuation p is moved from position i to position j in the 
target text.

Ø Deletion: Punctuation p is removed from the target text.
Ø Replacement: Punctuation pi is replaced by pj in the target text.

Experimental Results
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TPPEP Training Algorithm 

TPPEP Searching Algorithm 
Ø After training the TPPEP model fp, we consider all candidate adversarial 

texts xadv of input text x and calculate the embedding ED of both xadv and 
x. We then apply the TPPEP method to ED and calculate the score of 
the successful attack. The adversarial candidate text with the highest 
paraphrasing score calculated by the TPPEP method is chosen to 
deploy the attack.

Ø The results of Text classification task, paraphrase task, and natural 
language inference task.

Ø The results of the semantic-similarity-scoring task

Ø The results of text to image and summarization task


